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Abstract—Automatic fall detection is a vital technology for
ensuring health and safety of people. Home based camera systems
for fall detection often put people’s privacy at risk. Thermal cam-
eras can partially/fully obfuscate facial features, thus preserving
the privacy of a person. Another challenge is the less occurrence
of falls in comparison to normal activities of daily living. As fall
occurs rarely, it is non-trivial to learn algorithms due to class
imbalance. To handle these problems, we formulate fall detection
as an anomaly detection within an adversarial framework using
thermal imaging camera. We present a novel adversarial network
that comprise of two channel 3D convolutional auto encoders;
one each handling video sequences and optical flow, which then
reconstruct the thermal data and the optical flow input sequences.
We introduce a differential constraint, a technique to track the
region of interest and a joint discriminator to compute the
reconstruction error. Larger reconstruction error indicates the
occurrence of fall in a video sequence. The experiments on a
publicly available thermal fall dataset show the superior results
obtained in comparison to standard baseline.

Index Terms—Fall detection, adversarial learning, thermal
camera, optical flow

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic detection of fall is important due to the pos-
sibility of severe injury, high cost to the health system and
psychological effect of a fall. However, due to their rarity of
occurrence, traditional supervised machine learning classifiers
are ill-posed for this problem [1]. There are also challenges
in terms of collecting falls data as it can put people’s life
in danger, whereas normal activities are easy to collect [1].
Therefore, in many realistic settings, there may be very few
or no falls data available during training. Due to these skewed
data situations, we adopted the fall detection as an anomaly
detection problem [2]. In this setting, a classifier is trained
on only abundantly available normal activities, during testing
both normal and falls samples are presented to the classifier.
Another challenge in video-based fall detection is to preserve
the privacy of the person, which traditional RGB cameras
cannot provide [3]. Thus, detecting falls in videos without
explicitly knowing a persons identity is important from the real
world usability of such systems. Thermal camera can partially
or fully obfuscate a person’s identity and has been used in
other fall detection applications [2]–[4].

The adversarial learning framework presents a unique op-
portunity to train a network to not only mimic the normal
activities through a generator but also helps to discriminate
it from the abnormal events through discriminator ( [5], [6]).
For video-based anomaly detection, normally, the generator
is some variant of autoencoder, and the discriminator is a

feed-forward neural network, both of which are trained in
an adversarial manner. The most successful previous works
have mostly focused on learning spatio-temporal features
by using 3D Convolutional Autoencoders (3DCAE) and 3D
Convolution Neural Network (3DCNN) [6].

Performance of video-based fall detection may be marred
by differences in background. This may become more
prominent in thermal cameras where the intensities may
change due to differences in heat (e.g. when person enters
the scene). Therefore, it is important to focus on the region
around the person. The relative motion of the person and
objects around it can also provide useful information to
detect falls. Region and motion based methods ( [7], [8])
have shown superior performance in action recognition tasks.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the learning spatio-temporal
features utilizing region and motion awareness in video
sequences would improve the detection of falls, when they
are trained in an adversarial manner. To this end, we propose
an adversarial learning framework that consists of two
separate adversarial channels, with each arm having a thermal
video sequence input (with extracted region of interest) and
an optical flow input. Then, both the networks are trained
jointly and their outputs are combined to give a score. Since
both the adversarial networks are jointly trained, we expect to
learn both motion and region based discriminatory features.
The generator and discriminator in both the channels of the
network are 3DCAE and 3DCNN.

II. RELATED WORK

There is scarce literature on detecting falls in videos in and
adversarial manner with thermal cameras. We will now review
studies that closely match with our work.

Fall Detection: With the camera sensors becoming ad-
vanced and economical, there are several interesting works
[9]–[11], which use RGB cameras for data capturing. One
major limitation of RGB sensors is the lack of privacy as
the identity of the subject is not preserved. To overcome
this limitation Vadivelu et al. [3] were one of the first fall
detection works on thermal data. Further, Khan et al. [12] pro-
posed using the thermal cameras in deep learning framework.
Motivated by these work, we also use the thermal camera
modality data in our experiments. The readers are also pointed
to recent surveys [1], [13] in fall detection for more insights
into different techniques proposed in the literature.
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Anomaly Detection: Given the nature of fall events, which
are rare, we follow the interesting works in abnormal activity
detection. Chalapathy et al. [14] present a detailed survey on
deep learning techniques for abnormally detection. Ribeiro
et al. [15] proposed a CAE based technique for anomaly
detection in videos. In an interesting work, Ravanbaksh et
al. [16] proposed a video to flow and vice-versa generation
adversarial approach for abnormal activity detection. Khan et
al. [12] proposed the use of 3D CAE for abnormal activity
detection applied to fall detection. They experimented on the
Thermal Simulated Fall (TSF) dataset [3]. Fall being a spatio-
temporal change in a subject’s pose, a limitation of the work
is that the motion information is not explicitly added into the
network. We build upon the adversarial learning work of Khan
et al. [6] and propose a two channel network, with one channel
explicitly learning the motion in the form of the optical flow.
We also realise that there are may be empty frames in video
sequences, where a person may not appear in the scene. Earlier
works do not consider the absence or presence of person in the
frame, which is important from the perspective of reducing the
false positives due to high reconstruction error for background
only. Motivated by these works, we further discuss the 3DCAE
based framework below.

III. METHODS

Our proposed framework consists of two channels of adver-
sarial learning. The input to first channel is the thermal video
sequences and to the second channel is optical flow computed
from the thermal video. Each channel of the adversarial
framework consists of (i) training a 3DCAE to reconstruct the
input sequence of frames and, (ii) a 3DCNN to discriminate
them from the original sequences of frames. We trained
this framework using only Activities of Daily Living (ADL)
thermal frames and their corresponding optical flow frames,
respectively. We extract Region of Interest from the thermal
and the optical flow frames for region and motion based
reconstruction. Combining these two adversarial network, we
trained a joint network as shown in Figure 2 that provides the
probability of a video sequence to be normal or a fall.

A. Advesarial Framework

1) 3DCAE-3DCNN: Our spatio-temporal model consists of
a 3DCAE and a 3D Discriminator (3DCNN). The architecture
of the 3DCAE is similar to model proposed in [6]. We extend
the same architecture for optical flow spatio-temporal model,
which can be seen in Table I. We used 3D filters of 3×3 with a
temporal depth of 5 in all layers of 3DCAE. The operations are
same in the flow 3DCAE except for the second deconvolution
layer which uses filter of 2 × 2 with temporal depth of 4, to
reconstruct the temporal depth of odd length T-1.

The architecture of the 3DCNN is same as the encoder in
3DCAE, followed by a neuron at the end with a sigmoid
function to output a probability of whether a sequence of
frames are original or reconstructed. Batch normalization is
used in all the layers of the 3D discriminator except for the

input layer. LeakyRelu activation is set in all hidden layers,
with negative slope coefficient set to 0.2.( [6], [17]).

Thermal 3DCAE Flow 3DCAE
Input (8, 64, 64, 1) (7, 64, 64, 1)

Encoder

3D Conv - (8, 64, 64, 16) 3D Conv - (7, 64, 64, 16)
3D Conv- (8, 32, 32, 8) 3D Conv- (7, 32, 32, 8)
3D Conv - (4, 16, 16, 8) 3D Conv - (4, 16, 16, 8)

3D Conv - (2, 8, 8, 8) 3D Conv - (2, 8, 8, 8)

Decoder

3D Deconv - (4, 16, 16, 8) 3D Deconv - (4, 16, 16, 8)
3D Deconv - (8, 32, 32, 8) 3D Deconv - (7, 32, 32, 8)
3D Deconv - (8, 64, 64, 16) 3D Deconv - (7, 64, 64, 16)
3D Deconv - (8, 64, 64, 1) 3D Deconv - (7, 64, 64, 1)

TABLE I
CONFIGURATION OF THE 3DCAE.

2) Adversarial Learning: In this section, we first explain
the general adversarial training as described in [6] which
consists of 3DCAE (represented as R), it takes the input
sequence I of window size T of normal ADL, and reconstructs
the sequence, O, which is then fed to fool 3DCNN (represented
as D). In our setting, R maps I to O using the distribution of
the target class p, i.e.

O = I ∼ p

R and D are trained using standard GAN loss described as

LR+D = EI∼p[lgD(I)] + EO∼p[lg (1−D(O))] (1)

We combine the adversarial loss with the MSE loss which is
used only for Generator(R). It is defined as

LR = E[(I −O)2] (2)

The total loss function to minimize for R is defined as:

L = LR+D + λLR (3)

where λ is a positive hyperparameter for weighted loss.
The notations used for thermal and flow networks are
(IT,OT,RT,DT) and (IF,OF,RF,DF), respectively.

B. ROI Extraction

The performance of video based fall detection can be
severely impaired by the presence of artifacts present in the
background. This situation can get worse with a thermal
camera because changes in the heat can alter the background
and overall intensity level of the frames in a video sequence
[2]. Therefore, instead of focusing on reconstructing the entire
background in a frame in a video sequence, a person is tracked
and localised in the video frames using pre-trained object
detection model and image processing techniques.

1) Person Detection: To the best of our knowledge, there
are no pre-trained publicly available deep learning based
models for person detection specifically in thermal images.
To this end, we used the state-of-the-art R-FCN network [18]
trained on COCO dataset [19]. As the TSF dataset contains
only one subject in a frame, the bounding box with the highest
confidence score is selected. There are no false proposals by
the detector, however, the localized bounding box is found to
fluctuate in size and position, which can degrade the tracking
prediction.



Fig. 1. Contour Box Localization (Section III-B).

2) Contour Box Localization: In thermal images, a person
may appear brighter than the background due to differences
in heat emitted by as a person and objects. Therefore, Otsu
thresholding [20] is applied to the thermal image to separate
dark background as shown in Fig. 1. The thresholded image
may still contains background objects. We find the contours
[21] on the thresholded image after applying morphological
operations and select the biggest contour on the basis of inside
area. The smallest box containing that contour blob is chosen
as a candidate for person bounding box.

3) Tracking: We apply Kalman filtering on the the top-left
and right-bottom coordinates of the bounding box with the
constant velocity assumption. The tracker is initialised with
the person detector and predicts the bounding box for the
next frame and compared with the person detection bounding
box (if detected) to check if the tracker drifts. In case of
no detection, the age of tracker is increased, beyond that the
tracker is stopped. Intersection of Union (IoU) is used in many
tracking methods to match the bounding boxes; however, IoU
is small when one box is large and other is small, which
could be due to bad localization by the detector. Therefore,
we also used other criteria such as ratio of area and checking
for subset. At a particular instant, there could be at most
three possible candidates for the person localization – Detect,
Contour and Track box. Detect box confirms the presence
of the person but it does not fit the person in most cases.
Therefore, contour box and track box are used to improve the
overall tracking. Algorithm 1 describes the summary.

4) ROI Masking: We remove the frames in which, person
is not detected post tracking and rest of the frames are masked
by their corresponding bounding box, which we call as ROI
mask. For region based reconstruction, thermal 3DCAE is
fed with the window of masked frames and a region based
reconstruction loss LROI (instead of Eq. (3)) is defined as:

LROI = EROI [(ROI(I)−ROI(O))2] (4)

C. Motion Constraint and Reconstruction

Beside the appearance based constraint on R, the motion
based constraint [22] and reconstruction would discriminate

Algorithm 1: Tracking Algorithm
Input : Frame
Output: FinalBox
DetectBox=Detector.GetLocalization(Frame);
if DetectBox is not None then

ContourBox=GetBiggestContourBox(Frame);
if Tracker is not None then

TrackBox=Tracker.GetCurrentBox();
if TrackBox matches with DetectBox then

DetectBox=BoxSelection(DetectBox,TrackBox);

else
Tracker=None;

end
end
if ContourBox matches with DetectBox then

DetectBox=BoxSelection(DetectBox,ContourBox);

end
FinalBox=DetectBox;
if Tracker is not None then

Tracker.KalmanFilter(DetectBox);
Tracker.Losses=0;

else
Tracker=InitializeTracker(DetectBox);

end
else

if Tracker is not None then
TrackBox=Tracker.Predict();
ContourBox=GetBiggestContourBox(Frame);
if ContourBox matches with TrackBox then

Tracker.Losses+=0.5;
FinalBox=ContourBox;
Tracker.KalmanFilter(ContourBox);

else
Tracker.CurrentBox=TrackBox;
FinalBox=TrackBox;
Tracker.Losses+=1;

end
end

end
if Tracker is not None and Tracker.Losses greater than

MaxAge then
Tracker=None;
FinalBox=None;

end
Return FinalBox;

the unusual motion when a person falls.

1) Difference Constraint: In an interesting approach, Math-
ieu et al. [23] compute the difference and gradient based losses
for future frame prediction. Inspired by them, for encoding
local changes, we add an additional loss term in the thermal
3DCAE, which is based on MSE of difference frames of I



Fig. 2. The proposed fall detection network: the top and the bottom channels take thermal and flow data as input. The joint discriminator takes the outputs
of the thermal and flow 3DCNN’s as input.

and O. A difference frame is the residual map computed by
subtracting two consecutive frames. We mask the difference
frames by their respective ROI, which is the union of the
ROIs of the two frames used to compute the difference frame.
Further, the difference loss is defined as:

LDiff = EROI [(DF (I)−DF (O))2] (5)

where DF(X) represents the difference frames for the window
X. Final loss for R in (3) with LROI and LDiff is defined as:

L = LR+D + λSLROI + λDLDiff (6)

where λS and λD are positive constants for weighted loss.
2) Optical Flow Reconstruction: Liu et al. [24] use con-

straint on the optical flow of the ground truth and reconstructed
images for future frame prediction. They used CNN based
model for flow estimation, which can facilitate backpropaga-
tion for optical flow loss but these models are trained on RGB
images and may generate noise due to temperature changes
in a thermal video. Therefore, we train a spatio-temporal
adversarial network (RF, DF) for flow reconstruction which
takes into input a window of optical flow frames. We compute
the dense optical flow frames for two consecutive frames,
according to [25]. We stack the flow in the x-,y- direction
and the magnitude to form a 3-dimensional image. [26]

To remove the noise due to temperature variations in optical
flow images, we mask the flow images with thier ROI. As
defined earlier for difference frame, the ROI for flow image is
the union of ROI of the two thermal frames used to compute
the optical flow.

D. Thermal and Optical Flow Fusion

For thermal and flow based reconstruction, we propose a
joint adversarial network which consists of two 3DCAE and
a single discriminator. In the joint discriminator network DTF,
the individual 3DCNN networks - DT and DF are used where

the two individual discriminators to output probability are
replaced by a single discriminator can be seen in Figure 2.
For training, the joint loss function with ROI masking can be
defined as:

L = LR+D + λTLT ROI + λFLF ROI (7)

where LT ROI and LF ROI are ROI based reconstruction loss for
thermal and flow, respectively. The hyperparameters λT and
λF are their corresponding positive constants for weighted
loss. The joint loss function for ROI masking and difference
constraint can be written as:-

L = LR+D+λT SLT ROI+λT DLT Diff+λFLF ROI (8)

where LT Diff and LT ROI are difference constraint and region
based reconstruction loss defined earlier in (5) and (4).

IV. DETECTING UNSEEN FALLS

The strategy to detect unseen falls is shown in Figure 3
(derived from [2]). All the frames in the video, Fri, are broken
down into windows of frames of length, T = 8, with stride=1.
For the ith window Ii, the 3DCAE outputs a reconstruction of
this window, Oi. The reconstruction error (Ri,j) between the
jth frame of Ii and Oi can be calculated as (similar to Eq.
(2))

Ri,j = E[(Ii,j −Oi,j)
2] (9)

where the expectation is taken over whole frame i.e WxH. For
the region based 3DCAE, it can be defined (similar to Eq. (4))
as follows:

Ri,j = EROI [(ROI(Ii,j)−ROI(Oi,j))
2] (10)

where ROI (Ii,j) is the ROI of frame Ii,j and the expectation
is taken over ROI. There are two ways to detect unseen falls,
(A) at the frame level, or (B) at the window level, which are
described below.



Fig. 3. Temporal sliding window showing error (Ri,j) per frame (Frj) with T
= 8 (Section IV-B; Figure Source: [6]).

A. Frame Level Anomaly Score

In the frame level anomaly detection method, the recon-
struction error (Ri,j) (obtained from the 3DCAE) is computed
for every frame jth across different windows. The average
(Cj

µ) and standard deviation (Cj
σ) of a frame j across different

windows are used as an anomaly score as follows [2]:

Cjµ =

{
1
j

∑j
i=1Ri,j j < T

1
T

∑T
i=1Ri,j j ≥ T

Cjσ =


√

1
j

∑j
i=1(Ri,j − Cjµ) j < T√

1
T

∑T
i=1(Ri,j − Cjµ) j ≥ T

(11)

B. Window Level Anomaly Score

In the window level anomaly detection method, we calculate
the score for the entire window. For a particular window Wi
of length T, the mean of reconstruction error of all the T
frames (Wj

µ) and their standard deviation (Wj
µ) are used as

an anomaly score, as follows [6]:

W j
µ =

1

T

T+i−1∑
j=i

Ri,j

W j
σ =

√√√√ 1

T

T+i−1∑
j=i

(Ri,j −W i
µ)

(12)

In difference constraint reconstruction models, the frame and
window level anomaly score are calculated on the thermal
input. Along with it, we calculate another window level
anomaly score for a window by calculating the reconstruction
error on difference frames (similar to Eq. (5)) and by taking
the mean and standard deviation of reconstruction error over
T-1 frames (similar to Eq. (12) with window length T-1).

In the optical flow reconstruction, we calculate the window
level anomaly score from (12), where we take the window
length to be T-1.

The number of fall frames required to present in a window
(α) to set the ground-truth label of the entire window as fall,
influence the detection of anomalies in window-based anomaly
detection. We varied the value of α from 1 to T while testing
to understand its impact.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 4. TSF dataset [3] samples with activity information. Here, top row shows
empty room frames; middle row shows ADL frames-walking and lying on
bed; Bottom row shows the fall while sitting in chair and fall during walking,
respectively.

Dataset: We use the publicly available Thermal Simulated
Fall dataset [3] containing 44 thermal videos with a spatial
resolution of 640x480. There are 9 videos with normal ADL
and 35 videos containing falls and other normal activities.
The ADL frames include different scenarios such as an empty
room, a person entering the room, sitting on the chair, or lying
in bed, whereas the fall frames include a person falling from
the chair, bed, or falling while walking. Some of the ADL and
fall frames are shown in Fig. 4. ADL videos contain a total
of 22,116 frames.
Data Processing: We perform person tracking on videos,
when a person is not detected continuously for 10 frames,
we break the video and create sub videos, resulting in 22
sub videos, which further contain 12,454 frames from ADL
videos for training. For ROI computation, the threshold for
region selection is empirically set to 0.3. We perform sliding
window on videos with stride one to create windows of length
T=8, which creates a total of 12,300 windows from ADL sub



(a) 3DCAE input (b) 3DCAE output (c) ROI-3DCAE input (d) ROI-3DCAE output (e) ROI-3DCAE masked
output

(f) 3DCAE flow input (g) 3DCAE flow output (h) ROI-3DCAE flow input (i) ROI-3DCAE flow output (j) ROI-3DCAE masked
flow output

Fig. 5. Channel-wise qualitative results: the top row images [(a)-(e)] and bottom row images [(f)-(j)] are the inputs and corresponding outputs of the thermal
data channel and flow magnitude channels, respectively.

videos. We normalize frame in the range [-1, 1] by normalizing
using mean pixel values [17] followed by resizing to 64x64.

ROI processing: For region-based reconstruction in ther-
mal images, we perform normalization on the pixels inside the
ROI and then compute the masked frame by ROI masking, in
which all the pixels outside the ROI are set to −1. Finally, an
ROI masked frame contains pixel value in the range [−1, 1]
inside the ROI and −1 outside the ROI.

Optical flow image pre-processing: Each channel of a
flow image(x-y-magnitude) is rescaled in the range of [−1, 1]
by min-max normalization. For region-based reconstruction in
flow images, we perform ROI masking as described earlier for
the normalized thermal image, where the ROI of the optical
flow frame is the union of the corresponding consecutive
frames.

A. Network Implementations

We trained two spatio-temporal models - one which recon-
structs the thermal window and other reconstructs the optical
flow window, called Thermal-3DCAE and Flow-3DCAE,
respectively.

For region based reconstruction, we trained two spatio-
temporal models on thermal data, one with ROI masking and
ROI loss (Eq. (4)) described earlier and the other one with
the addition of difference constraint in the region construction
named as Thermal-ROI-3DCAE and Thermal-Diff-ROI-
3DCAE. We trained one spatio-temporal model for flow with
region-based construction, named as Flow-ROI-3DCAE.

In the fusion model, we trained two models: one without
the difference constraint (Fusion-ROI-3DCAE) and one with
it (Fusion-Diff-ROI-3DCAE).

We used SGD optimizer with learning rate as 0.0002 for
the 3DCNN discriminator and adadelta optimizer for the
3DCAE in all the spatio-temporal models. All the models are
trained for 300 epochs. The hyperparameters (λ’s) used for the
weighted loss (Eq-(3), (6) and (7)) are varied between three
values [0.1, 1 and 10].

B. Evaluation Metrics

For anomaly detection problems, the Area Under Curve
(AUC) of Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) is widely
used as a performance metric. In fall detection, the data is
highly imbalanced, and our focus is on the positive class i.e.
fall. Therefore, we also plot the Precision-Recall (PR) curve
and calculate its Area Under Curve (AUC).

As discussed earlier, we used two methods for calculating
the reconstruction scores (mean and standard deviations) -
frame and window. Moreover, we also defined window based
anomaly scores on the difference constraint loss. We calculated
AUC for ROC and PR based on all these scores.

C. Ablation Studies

1) 3DCAE: In Thermal-3DCAE, the thermal window is
input. The reconstruction output by Thermal-3DCAE can be
seen in Figure 5. We also trained two different Thermal-
3DCAE models by changing the thermal input- (1) resizing
the input ROI to 64x64 and (2) ROI pooling. We observe that
these models perform worse and the results for them are not
reported. We argue that resizing the ROI leads to geometric
distortions and introduces motion on the borders even if the
subject is not moving.

Optical Flow: As described earlier, optical flow images
contain noise due to temperature variation (in recording sensor



Method Frame Window
Tolerance(α) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cµ Cσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ

3DCAE
Thermal 0.9 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.9 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.92
Flow ND ND 0.75 0.73 0.76 0.74 0.78 0.75 0.79 0.77 0.8 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.82 0.79 0.83 0.8
ROI 3DCAE
Thermal 0.92 0.89 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.94
Flow ND ND 0.85 0.82 0.86 0.84 0.87 0.84 0.88 0.85 0.89 0.85 0.9 0.86 0.9 0.86 0.91 0.87
Diff-ROI-3DCAE
Thermal-ROI score 0.92 0.9 0.86 0.89 0.88 0.9 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.94
Thermal- Diff score ND ND 0.89 0.91 0.9 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97
Fusion-ROI-3DCAE
Thermal-ROI score 0.93 0.9 0.85 0.89 0.87 0.9 0.89 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.95
Flow-ROI score ND ND 0.86 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.88 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.9 0.88 0.91 0.89 0.91 0.89 0.92 0.9
Fusion-Diff-ROI-3DCAE
Thermal-ROI score 0.93 0.9 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.9 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95
Thermal- Diff score ND ND 0.89 0.91 0.9 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97
Flow-ROI score ND ND 0.85 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.9 0.88 0.9 0.88 0.91 0.88

TABLE II
DIFFERENT NETWORK CONFIGURATION COMPARISON BASED ON AUC ROC FOR FRAME AND WINDOW LEVEL ANALYSIS.

Method Frame Window
Tolerance(α) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cµ Cσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ Wµ Wσ

3DCAE
Thermal 0.48 0.47 0.48 0.51 0.49 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.54 0.53 0.55 0.53 0.56 0.51 0.56 0.47
Flow ND ND 0.25 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.25 0.2 0.25 0.2 0.24 0.19 0.23 0.18 0.22 0.16
ROI 3DCAE
Thermal 0.57 0.55 0.58 0.56 0.61 0.57 0.63 0.57 0.65 0.57 0.57 0.68 0.69 0.57 0.7 0.55 0.71 0.52
Flow ND ND 0.44 0.34 0.45 0.35 0.45 0.34 0.45 0.33 0.46 0.31 0.46 0.3 0.45 0.28 0.44 0.25
Diff-ROI-3DCAE
Thermal-ROI score 0.56 0.57 0.6 0.58 0.62 0.6 0.65 0.6 0.67 0.61 0.69 0.61 0.71 0.6 0.71 0.57 0.72 0.52
Thermal- Diff score ND ND 0.62 0.67 0.64 0.7 0.67 0.71 0.69 0.72 0.72 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.76 0.7
Fusion-ROI-3DCAE
Thermal-ROI score 0.58 0.56 0.59 0.59 0.61 0.6 0.63 0.61 0.66 0.61 0.68 0.61 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.57 0.71 0.53
Flow-ROI score ND ND 0.46 0.4 0.47 0.4 0.48 0.39 0.48 0.38 0.48 0.37 0.49 0.37 0.48 0.35 0.45 0.32
Fusion-Diff-ROI-3DCAE
Thermal-ROI score 0.57 0.57 0.59 0.58 0.62 0.59 0.64 0.6 0.66 0.6 0.69 0.6 0.71 0.59 0.71 0.57 0.72 0.54
Thermal- Diff score ND ND 0.62 0.67 0.65 0.7 0.67 0.71 0.69 0.72 0.72 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.72 0.76 0.7
Flow-ROI score ND ND 0.45 0.37 0.45 0.37 0.46 0.36 0.45 0.35 0.45 0.35 0.45 0.34 0.44 0.33 0.42 0.3

TABLE III
DIFFERENT NETWORK CONFIGURATION COMPARISON BASED ON AUC PR FOR FRAME AND WINDOW LEVEL ANALYSIS.

used in the TSF dataset) due to which the reconstruction
quality is also noisy (Figure 5(g)).

2) ROI-3DCAE: The output of Thermal-ROI-3DCAE and
Flow-ROI-3DCAE can be seen in the Figure 5. We observe
that the region based reconstruction improves the reconstruc-
tion quality in the ROI region and the model is able to
understand which region is to reconstruct which can be seen
in the images (c), (d) and (e) of Figure 5. The masked thermal
ROI image(c) is given input to the model, the output(d) by the
model reconstructs only the ROI region and we can compare
the reconstruction quality after masking the output(e). Similar
behaviour is observed for Flow-ROI-3DCAE which can be
seen in the images (h), (i) and (j) of Figure 5.

3) Diff-ROI-3DCAE: To understand the impact of differ-
ence constraint, we compare the results of Thermal-ROI-
3DCAE and diff score of Thermal-ROI-Diff-3DCAE which
can be seen in Tables II and III (Row no.- 8 and 12). It can be
seen that there is a great improvement in AUC ROC and PR
calculated by window-based anomaly method. It suggests that

the difference constraint makes the model more discriminative.
4) Fusion-3DCAE: We compare the results of Thermal-

ROI-3DCAE and Flow-ROI-3DCAE with Thermal-ROI
score and Flow-ROI score of Fusion-ROI-3DCAE which can
be seen in Tables II and III (Row no.-8,9,14 and 15). We
observe that there is a small increment in the score of Thermal-
3DCAE and a substantial increment in Flow-3DCAE, which
indicates that joint learning improved the learning of flow
reconstructor.

Fusion-Diff-ROI-3DCAE: We observed the same increase
in window-based anomaly score without any decrease in
reconstruction quality on the addition of difference constraint
in the Fusion-ROI-3DCAE networks as observed between
Thermal-ROI-3DCAE Thermal-Diff-ROI-3DCAE. It sug-
gests that the difference constraint loss can be used in spatio-
temporal models for temporal discriminative learning.

VI. RESULTS

The AUC ROC and AUC PR values for all the different
networks is presented in Tables II and III. In each table, we



Method ROC AUC
Cµ Cσ

Conv-LSTM AE [6] 0.76 0.83
DSTCAE-C3D [2] 0.93 0.97
3DCAE-3DCNN [4] 0.95 0.95
Fusion-Diff-ROI-3DCAE (Ours) 0.93 0.90

TABLE IV
ROC AUC COMPARISON FOR FRAME BASED SCORES.

show AUC values for both frame and window based anomaly
scores with the variation in tolerance(α)- the number of fall
frames to label a window as fall. Each numerical value in the
table represents the average AUC across all videos [2], [4],
[6]. Results shown in Tables II and III can be summarized as

1) There is a great improvement in the AUC ROC and
PR by region based construction which confirms the
importance of region awareness.

2) The addition of difference constraint boosts the perfor-
mance by significant amount which indicate its impor-
tance in the learning of spatio-temporal models.

3) The fusion models leads to increase in performance of
the overall pipeline.

Comparison with existing methods: In the previous works,
Conv-LSTM AE [4], DSTCAE-C3D [2] and spatio-temporal
model similar to our method 3DCAE-3DCNN [6], ROC AUC
values on frame based anomaly score is reported. The com-
parison can be seen in the Table IV. However, we can not
directly compare the scores due to the following reasons:-

1) In the previous methods, empty room frames are also
used while training and testing as the person tracking is
not performed whereas we remove these frames as these
are not required for fall detection. The consideration of
these frames generates more quantitative numbers in the
evaluation as the empty room frames are similar in both
ADL and Fall frames.

2) In the previous methods, the input frames include the
background, whereas our region-based models focus
only on the region where the person is present as we
focus on learning a generic model that can be used even
when the background is changed.

VII. CONCLUSION

Fall detection is a non-trivial problem due to large imbal-
ance in data; thus, we formulate it as an anomaly detection
problem. In this problem, we trained the model on only normal
ADL and predicts whether the test sample is normal ADL or
a fall. Building upon the advantages of adversarial learning
paradigm, we present a two channel adversarial learning
framework to learn spatio-temporal features by extracting
region of interest and its generated optical flow followed by a
joint discriminator. This network predicts the fall probability,
given an input sequence. We note that the introduction of
ROI around the person and difference loss function help in
better performance in fall event detection. The optical flow
information is also useful in the network and the fused method
performs better than the raw thermal analysis only.
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